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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Table of Contents 9 Page 2A. The ability of the air conditioner to maintain the desired internal temperature depends on the rv heat gain. Some preventive measures taken by VR occupants can reduce heat gain and improve air conditioning performance. During extremely high outdoor temperatures, the vehicle's heat gain can be reduced by: 1. Park the RV in a shaded area. 2. Use of window shadows (curtains and/or curtains). 3. Keep windows and doors closed or minimize use. 4. Avoid the use
of heat-producing appliances. Starting the air conditioner early in the morning and giving you an advantage over the expected high and outdoor environment will greatly improve your ability to maintain the desired internal temperature. B. The manufacturer of this air conditioner will not be AIR FILTER: Periodically remove the return air filter. Wash the filter with warm soapy water; allow to dry and then reinstall or replace as needed. Note: Never run the air conditioner without the return air filter in place. This can
cover the unit evaporator coil with dirt and can substantially affect the performance of the unit. Comfort Control Center™: Clean the Comfort Control If your unit does not operate or operate improperly, check the following before calling the call center. A. If your VR is connected to an engine generator, make sure the engine generator is running and producing power. B. If the RV is connected to a power supply by a land line, make sure that the line is sized correctly to perform the air conditioning load and is
connected to the power supply. C. Check the 115VAC fuse or circuit breaker to see if it is open. D. Check the 12VDC fuse or circuit breaker to see if it is open. E. After the above checks, call your local call center for more help. This unit should only be serviced by qualified service personnel. 8 responsible for damage caused by condensed moisture on ceilings or other surfaces. Air contains moisture and this moisture tends to condense on cold surfaces. When air enters the trailer, condensed moisture may appear
on the ceiling, windows, metal parts, etc. The air conditioner removes this moisture from the air during normal operation. Keeping doors and windows closed when this air conditioner is in operation will minimize condensed moisture on cold surfaces. C. This equipment must be serviced by qualified personnel and some states require these persons to be licensed. Center™ with a damp, soft cloth. DO NOT use solvents for cleaning. When calling for service, always give the following: A. Air Conditioning Model
Number and Serial Number found on the Rating Plate located on the Pan Base of the air conditioner. B. electronic control kit part and serial number found on the rating plate located on the side of the Kit. RETURN AIR GRID SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM RETURN AIR COVER TO VIEW THESE RATINGS This website or its third-party tools use cookies, necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to learn more or withdraw your consent for all or
some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. 5 Posted by Ronald L. Rineck on Jul 1st 2020 I&amp;#039; ordered RV and auto parts from various sources over the years and Panther definitely has the best parts and service of all. I'll check with them on the pieces first. 5 Posted by jaime jaime Kleinhardt on February 20, 2019 Easy to use, easy to install with minimal wiring
experience. The system works better than in the old 4 button system. 5 Posted by Judy on Jul 15th 2018 Received Dometic Control Center upgrade kit as requested. My husband installed it without having to take it to the dealer. A/C and oven are working now Now, we also need another circuit board for the A/C rear unit. 5 Posted by Curt Henshaw on Dec 27, 2017 Very easy step-by-step instructions. Installed easily, and the oven and AC are again working very well. View AllClose 13-09-2010, 15:32 #1 Senior
Member Date: Aug 2010 Posts: 268 Duo termomieto 4 thermostat A time ago someone said you have to replace the control boards in the air conditioners to replace a 4 button with a 5 button. Can anyone tell me or show me a diagram on how to proceed with this. My 4 button keeps shutting down (in hot or cold) and does not engage my air conditioning zone 2. I bought a 5 button and as it was said here, I just get the error message. Can someone help me? Thank you Dan DeBruin Nellie, the Newmar 1998
Dutch Star DP 09-13-2010, 5:08 PM #2 Senior Member Newmar Owners Club Join Date: Jul 2006 Location: Wellington, Florida Posts: 13,598 Hi Dan, I don't know if this will help. You may need a control card. The part numbers I know are 5 #3310014,000 upgrade kit buttons and an additional control box #3106481,009. Camping World may be able to provide assistance on what you need.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________#3_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________You
need the control pack to track the 5-button thermostat. Each Air Conditioner will have to have the control board changed to work with button 5. Sorry about the bad news, but that's the way it is with Dometic. Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12,063 Quote: Originally Posted by Dan DeBruin A while ago someone said you have to replace the control boards in the air conditioners to replace a 4 button with a 5 button. Can anyone tell me or show me a diagram on how to proceed
with this. My 4 button keeps shutting down (in hot or cold) and does not engage my air conditioning zone 2. I bought a 5 button and as it was said here, I just get the error message. Can someone help me? Thank you Dan DeBruin Nellie, the Newmar 1998 Dutch Star DP My dad took his four buttons to his local TV repair guy who repaired some bad weldjoints on T'stat and has been running for a couple of years now.
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#5 Senior Member Join Date: Aug 2010 Posts: 268 Thanks for all your answers. I'm going to go on first trying to see if there's a broken connection. I turned off the board earlier in the year and couldn't see anything, but I'll look again. If I can't fix it... Well, out into the world of camp for the new boards. The problem is, I need the furnace this fall. I could get along without the air for a while, but not the furnace. Thanks again, I'll let you all know what I find out. I'm going to a show with the home engine this weekend,
so you'll have some time to work on it while you're there. Dan 14-09-2010, 10:07 AM #6 Junior Member Alpine Owners ClubJoin Date: Oct 2009 Posts: 5 I have a 4 button control and would like to know how to change zones or have both zones running at the same time??? 14/09/2010, 22h26 #7 Senior Member Monaco Owners Club Join Data: Jan 2001 Location: Foley, AL Posts: 1247 Copied from another message board, but can't remember which one. I hope this helps. Duotherm 4 button thermostat This
post is to help those of you with older trainers sporting the Duotherm 4 button thermostat that may be on your last legs, or providing an increasing amount of frustration. My problem with the thermostat was the erratic performance of the 4 buttons, to change the mode, temperature, zone, etc. The problem I had with the device was with the 4 small touch switches; I think they've had a good time. You may notice that the 4-button thermostat cannot be purchased it has to be replaced by the new and improved 5-
button model. The problem for me was the cost of the 5-button system. I Found Out You Can Buy U.S. Switches - Electronic Components Distributor | Newark.com and it's $1.06 each. They are part number 19C6398; is the SKU number of Newark. Outside newark switches are from ITT/Canon and the official part number is PVA1OAH1. Newark can be at 1-800-752-9279 or you can order on the Internet
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Community Moderator Country Coach Owners ClubAppalachian CampersGulf Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12,063 Quote: Originally Posted by jr7864 I have a 4 button control and would like to know how to change zones or have both zones running at the same time??? To operate the 4 T'stat button : The zone change is acquired by pressing the two top buttons at the same time. You'll see a flashing number so you know which zone you're in to program. Zone 1 is the
front and zone 2 is the back of the bus. To define an air comfort type that you want, you will select the mode button for each region. If you are wanting heat and only have one oven, you are probably in zone 1 and you will select zone 1 by pushing down the top two buttons together and then pressing the mode button until you reach the word Oven. Then select the desired temperature with the up and down buttons. Then press the two top buttons together and switch to zone 2 and press the mode button to OFF. If
you don't get the thermostat to respond correctly to change zones or any other function, you may have a failing or already bad T'stat. Let us know what you find. There can be many different combinations and the service manual for this thermostat alone has more than 50 pages.
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PM #9 Junior Member Join Date: Mar 2010 Posts: 1 I understand that someone repair the 4-button thermostat. Does anyone know who? Jim 26-10-2010, 20:52 #10 Junior Member Fleetwood Owners ClubJoin Date: Mar 2010 Location: Lehigh Acres, FL (home) Posts: 6 Hello Dan and Gary on this line. I'm also facing the need to buy a replacement 5 Duo-Therm button and 2 cards for my 2 A/C units. Referee: 2000 Dutch Star Ford V10. You can't change the zone anymore without much frustration. I can buy the
stat with card plus a second card for about $345 plus taxes (last year's prices) or Camping World will do the work at over $800. They claim it can be a lot of work, but I doubt that after opening the A/C drives and reading install information that came with the trailer. I thought this problem is very broad, but I haven't spoken to anyone who bought the pieces and what it was Experience. Please comment and advise. Thank you. John&amp;Stacy 10-27-2010, 4:04 AM #12 Community Moderator Country Coach
Owners ClubAppalachian CampersGulf Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12.063 Good to know! Thank you
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Amy, Dr. Assistant - Roxie &amp; Mei Ling, four legs each 2000 Gulf Stream Scenic Cruiser 450 hp &amp; 1330# torque 06 Saturn Vue, 06 Chevy Z71 4x4 &amp; 2014 Corvette Z51 M7 10-27-2010, 5:51 AM #13 Senior Member Join Data: Aug 2010 Posts: 268 John and Stacy, I haven't done mine yet. I'll keep trying this winter, but please keep us informed of your fix. There are a lot of us here looking for the same dose. Dan 04-11-2011, 12:18 #14 Junior Member Date: Apr 2011 Location: AZ Posts: 2 My 4-
button thermostat failed and is not reconstructable. I replaced it with a 5 button and replaced the two control plates of the A/C unit. There must be another control board. Does anyone know where it is located in my 1998 Monaco Dynesty? Page 2 04-11-2011, 04:40 AM #15 Community Moderator Country Coach Owners ClubAppalachian CampersGulf Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12.063 Hello and . We are happy to have you with us here and look forward to reading
your adventures and experiences. I'm sure you'll like the site and forums. Good luck, stay safe and keep us posted. When you installed the new control cards and thermostat, did you set the dive switches to the same configuration as the original cards? This needs to be done and then a redefined thermostat. The thermostat controls the zone bombs on the Aquahot. There is another control board for the Aquahot and it is usually very close to the unit. Inside the bus there should be some switches around the
electric element and the diesel burner. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________quatro legs every 2000 Gulf Stream Scenic Cruiser 450 hp &amp; 1330# torque 06 Saturn Vue, 06 Chevy Z71 4x4 &amp; 2014 Corvette Z51 M7 04-12-2011, 4:05 PM #16 Senior Member Monaco Owners Club Join Data: Mar 2011 Location: Texas Posts: 400 I received this information from another
forum some time ago: 4 dometic thermostat repair button $85 + $10 shipping and handling. William Hendrix 1737 Holman Drive Erie, Colorado, 80516 email to whendrix@aol.com It also sometimes appears on ebay as WYLO761 Good luck! 16/04/2011, 21h22 #17 Senior Member Monaco Owners Club Join Data: Jan 2008 Venue: Olympia, Wa Posts: 2.769 Hendrix will also set up a 4 to 5 button with all dives set all boards and guide you through all the pain. And much cheaper than most. Len These A/C control
plates control heating zones 1 and 3. Zone 2 which is the bathroom is controlled by a one control board that is located somewhere. I called Monaco and they sent me the scam, but they said:They do not say where they are located, they just tell us that there is one. I disconnected the line from the second A/C that goes to the zone 2 control frame so I have air that's kindof good in Phoenix in the summer. I have until winter to find and replace the other board. 17/04/2011, 01:33 #19 Senior Member Newmar Owners
Club Join Data: Dec 2008 Location: Spokane, Washington Posts: 1166 I can be useful for future readers to link this topic with the other topic that deals with this topic... ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Grand Cherokee 2006 |
SilverLeaf VmsPc Engine Monitor | TST TPMS FMCA, NKK 03-31-2012, 15:52 #20 Junior Member Join Date: Mar 2012 Posts: 1 I had my Dometic Duo-Therm RV thermostat renewed. We had a trip scheduled before our scheduled time to take the trailer back to have the thermostat replaced and some other work done. I took the thermostat and called, inside. There's no power in that. What can I do to get power? We're in southern Louisiana in a trailer park and we're dying. LOL Thanks 04-01-2012, 4:01 AM #21
Community Moderator Country Coach Owners ClubAppalachian CampersGulf Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12.063 Hello rmlshopper and . We are happy to have you with us here and look forward to reading your adventures and experiences. Good luck, stay safe and keep us posted. The 12vdc power thermostat comes from one of the return ventilation areas of the air conditioners where there is a 12 VDC power supply of the distribution panel. First check the 12 vdc
panel for any blown fuses; especially a marked furnace. If you have power there, then make sure no wiring has loosened in the return ventilation area by powering the control box. There is a fuse inside the control box that you can also check. If you have power supply on the board, pull the data cable out and reinstall to ensure a good connection. Let us know the results and what you find.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________06 Chevy Z71 4x4 &amp; 2014 Corvette Z51 M7 07-04-2012, 15:17 PM #22 Membro Júnior Monaco Owners ClubJoin Data: Nov 2009 Local: Napanee, ON Posts: 6 Temos uma Assinatura 98 Monaco com o
mesmo equipamento. With the power-out for the thermostat, I found twice corroded connectors/co-ordinators in the roof units. I cut the old ones and replaced them resolved this problem (be careful to knead the connector in the same wiring order that was removed). As for the Zone 2 control frame, when using an Aquahot, they are mounted on a metal metal or behind the panel over the refrigerator or in a cabinet nearby. The wiring of these controllers feeds 3 local rels into the Aquahot unit - one for each zone
pump (if you have 3 zones that is). I hope this helps. 11/07/2012, 19:06 #23 Member Date: May 2012 Posts: 81 e-bay has name and ph# for a reconstructed button statistic 4 you have to send an old one when you get a new it is in co. if you can't find it I'll find #07-27-2012, 8:53 AM #24 Senior Member Join Data: Nov 2007 Location: Charleston, WV Posts: 3,281 Newark no longer stock the replacement switches as indicated in a previous post. They can be obtained from PVA10AH1 C&amp;K Components |
Mouser
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________#25_______________________________________________
Thanks for meeting this guy on ebay, but I couldn't get him in with questions, nor was he driving the transport outside the U.S. 30/07/2012, 20h36 #26 Senior Member Newmar Owners Club Join Data: Dec 2008 Location: Spokane, Washington Posts: 1166 I ordered and received a rebuilt t-stat from William. Here is his email address: whendrix@aol.com
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Grand Cherokee 2006 | SilverLeaf VmsPc Engine Monitor | TST TPMS FMCA, NKK 08-19-2015, 20:51 #27 Junior Member Date:
Feb 2014 Posts: 1 I also just installed one of William's thermostats. Quick easy order and installation. I'm a very satisfied customer. Ken Blitchington 08-20-2015, 01:55 AM #28 Community Country Moderator Owners ClubAppalachian CampersGulf Streamers ClubJoin Date: Mar 2000 Location: Chattanooga, Tn. Posts: 12.063 Quote: Originally posted by kblitchington I too, just installed one of William's thermostats. Quick easy order and installation. I'm a very satisfied customer. Ken Blitchington Hello Ken and
We are glad to have you join you here and we look forward to reading of your adventures and experiences. I'm sure you'll like our website and forums. Good luck, stay safe and keep us posted.
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#29 Senior Member Monaco Owners ClubCoastal CampersJoin Date: Mar 2012 Posts: 2088 Ordering mouser buttons. Does anyone know the part number of the black energy at the bottom of the thermostat? __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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